
March 2022 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the March 2022 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

There are a number of good ornithology titles coming. Helm is releasing the fifth edition of Where to Watch Birds in Wales in August while Laurence King has announced
Around the World in 80 Birds for June. More specialist titles are the 2022 edition of Birds of Portugal: An Annotated Checklist, published privately by the author,
The Faroe Islands’ European Storm Petrel, published by Forlagid í Støplum, and the French monograph
Le Pic à Dos Blanc: Monographie [The White-Backed Woodpecker Complex: Monograph], published by the Societé d'Etudes Ornithologiques de France.

We also have one or two titles for each of the other vertebrate groups. On the subject of mammals, Springer is publishing Terrestrial Cetartiodactyla, part of their
Handbook of the Mammals of Europe series, in July. For herpetologists, we have Field Guide to Snakes of the Middle East, due July from Bloomsbury, and
Reptiles of the Lesser Antilles, due May from Edition Chimaira. On the subject of fish and other marine life, Wiley-Blackwell has just published
Life in the Open Ocean: The Biology of Pelagic Species.

There are some outstanding books on insects lined up. Belknap Press will publish The Guests of Ants: How Myrmecophiles Interact with Their Hosts in July, while John
Beaufoy Publishing will release An Identification Guide to Garden Insects of Britain and North-West Europe in May. We have stock of the second edition of the
Identification Guide to Ireland's Bumblebees from the National Biodiversity Data Centre and will soon have stock of
Lycaenidae Part 5 (Guide to the Butterflies of the Palearctic Region): Tribe Polyommatini, Genera Chilades, Lachides, Rueckbeilia, Patricius, Pamiria, Freyeria, Alpherakya, Glabroculus, Arianna,
published by Omnes Artes.

We similarly have some great botany titles. In August, Macmillian will publish Wild Flowers of Britain and Ireland and Princeton University Press will publish
The World Atlas of Trees and Forests: Exploring Earth's Forest Ecosystems. Filbert Press has announced the paperback of
How to Make a Wildflower Meadow: Tried-and-Tested Techniques for New Garden Landscapes for May while Wild Flower Flowcharts: Species ID the Easy Way will be
published this month by the author. Koeltz has relaunched the 2-volume set Flowers of Greece in hardback. Previously published by Diatheo this has been unavailable for
some time. Lastly, the BSBI has announced a new handbook for April: Alchemilla: Lady’s-Mantles of Britain and Ireland.

We have a large number of conservation-related titles, notably the Crayfish Conservation Manual from Rostra Publications that we are distributing. Notable titles due April
are Ever Green: Saving Big Forests to Save the Planet from W.W. Norton and Life on the Rocks: Building a Future for Coral Reefs from Riverhead Books. In May, Hodder
& Stoughton will publish Peter Marren's After They're Gone: Extinctions Past, Present and Future, while in July we can look out for Conservation of Marine Birds from
Academic Press and Nowhere Left to Go: How Climate Change Is Driving Species to the Ends of the Earth from The Experiment. Three titles to be reprinted in paperback
are Sir David Attenborough's Living Planet: The Web of Life on Earth, due April from HarperCollins;
Eating to Extinction: The World's Rarest Foods and Why We Need to Save Them, due May from Vintage; and
The Longest Story: How Humans Have Loved, Hated and Misunderstood Other Species, due July from Oneworld Publications. HarperOne recently published
A Wild Idea: The True Story of Douglas Tompkins – The Greatest Conservationist (You've Never Heard of).

Finally, three miscellaneous titles are Crossbill Guide: Ireland, due April from KNNV, and the paperbacks of Deeper Into the Wood, due June from Duckworth Overlook,
The Sea Is Not Made of Water: Life Between the Tides, due June from HarperCollins, and Flights of Fancy: Defying Gravity by Design & Evolution, due September from
Apollo.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch. In the
meantime, a happy new year from all of us at NHBS, stay safe and keep well.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
Kraken
The Curious, Exciting, and Slightly Disturbing Science of Squid
Wendy Williams(Author)
Originally published in hardback in 2011.The oceans are perhaps the last remaining source of
profound mystery and discovery on Earth, and are as such of perennial fascination. Kraken
introduces one of the most charismatic, monstrous, enigmatic, and...

224 pages | 30 b/w illustrations | Abrams

Paperback #256262 Jul-2022 9780810984660 £11.99

Identification Guide to Ireland's Bumblebees
Úna Fitzpatrick(Author), Andrew Byrne(Author), Bryan J Pinchen(Author)
Screw bound and printed full colour on both sides, this pocked-sized (85 × 125 mm, W × H)
swatch should provide enough information to allow you to identify 19 of the Irish species of
bumblebee that have been recorded from Ireland. True...

25 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | National Biodiversity Data
Centre

Other #256220 2016 9781911172031 £6.99

Crayfish Conservation Manual
Ian Marshall(Author), Jen Nightingale(Author)
The crayfish conservation manual provides best practice advice and guidance in one easy-to-
follow publication, with references, case-studies and examples, to help ecologists and
encourage future conservation efforts.This manual includes both...

380 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour tables |
Rostra Publications

Paperback #255990 2022 9781739886806 £54.99

A Taxonomic Guide to the Stick Insects of Peninsular Malaysia, Volume 1
Francis Seow-Choen(Author), Mohamed Salleh Mohamedsaid(Foreword By)
This volume is the seventh in a series of Taxonomic Guides to the Stick Insects of South East
Asia and the tenth book on stick insects by the author. It is the third book by the author on the
stick insects of Peninsular Malaysia. The present book is...

944 pages | 869 colour photos | Natural History Publications Borneo

Hardback #256161 2022 9789838122016 £150.00

Systematics of the "Giant" Ricinulei (Ricinoididae: Ricinoides) of West Africa
With Descriptions of Five New Species and Comparative Morphology of the male copulatory
apparatus.
Ricardo Botero-Trujillo(Author), Colby E Sain(Author), Lorenzo Prendini(Author)
The Ricinulei Thorell, 1876, or "hooded tick-spiders," are among the rarest and least studied
arachnid orders. Ricinoides Ewing, 1929, the only Old World genus of extant ricinuleids, with
11 species described from tropical West Africa, is...

68 pages | 34 colour & b/w photos and b/w illustrations, 5 tables |
American Museum of Natural History

Paperback #256226 2021 £59.99

Systematic Revision of the Sand Scorpions, Genus Buthacus Birula, 1908 (Buthidae
C.L. Koch, 1837) of the Levant, with Redescription of Buthacus arenicola (Simon, 1885)
from Algeria and Tunisia
Shlomo Cain(Author), Eran Gefen(Author), Lorenzo Prendini(Author)
Scorpions of the genus Buthacus Birula, 1908 (Buthidae C.L. Koch, 1837), commonly known
as "sand scorpions," are widespread in the sandy deserts of the Palearctic, from West Africa to
India. Although many new species of Buthacus were...

134 pages | 53 colour & b/w photos, b/w illustrations, and b/w distribution
maps; 13 tables | American Museum of Natural History

Paperback #256228 2021 £69.99
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Habitats & Ecosystems

Systematic Revision of the Arboreal Neotropical "Thorellii" Clade of Centruroides Marx,
1890, Bark Scorpions (Buthidae C.L. Koch, 1837) with Descriptions of Six New Species
Aaron M Goodman(Author), Lorenzo Prendini(Author), Oscar F Francke(Author), Lauren A
Esposito(Author)
The arboreal Neotropical “thorellii” clade of Centruroides Marx, 1890, bark scorpions (Buthidae
C.L. Koch, 1837) is revised, using a novel approach to species delimitation. A phylogenetic
analysis, based on 112 morphological characters...

92 pages | 43 colour & b/w photos, b/w illustrations, and b/w distribution
maps; 10 tables | American Museum of Natural History

Paperback #256231 2021 £59.99

Systematics of the Relictual Asian Scorpion Family Pseudochactidae Gromov, 1998,
with a Review of Cavernicolous, Troglobitic, and Troglomorphic Scorpions
Lorenzo Prendini(Author), Valentin L Ehrenthal(Author), Stephanie F Loria(Author)
The first integrative systematic revision of the relictual Asian scorpion family Pseudochactidae
Gromov, 1998, making use of an unprecedented collection of material acquired during several
expeditions to most of the type localities, is presented. The...

149 pages | 45 colour & b/w photos, b/w illustrations, and b/w distribution
maps; 12 tables | American Museum of Natural History

Paperback #256232 2021 £69.99

An Identification Guide to Garden Insects of Britain and North-West Europe
Dominic Couzens(Author), Gail Ashton(Author)
A photographic identification guide to 150 species of garden insect most commonly found in
Britain and North-West Europe. Packed with information, written with huge enthusiasm and
illustrated with incredible close-up photos, An Identification Guide...

160 pages | ~200 colour photos | John Beaufoy Publishing

Paperback #256240 May-2022 9781913679255 £11.99

The Guests of Ants
How Myrmecophiles Interact with Their Hosts
Bert Hölldobler(Author), Christina L Kwapich(Author)
A fascinating examination of socially parasitic invaders, from butterflies to bacteria, that survive
and thrive by exploiting the communication systems of ant colonies.Down below, on sidewalks,
in fallen leaves, and across the forest floor, a covert...

400 pages | 205 colour photos, 16 colour illustrations | Belknap Press

Hardback #256243 Jul-2022 9780674265516 £55.95

Butterflies of the Levant, Volume 3: Nymphalidae
Dubi Benyamini(Author)
This is the second to be published in this 4-volume series. This unique series includes for the
first time all available present-day information for every butterfly species in the Levant; In
addition to regular lists/catalogues and photographs of set...

240 pages | 1466 colour photos | 4D MicroRobotics Publications Ltd

Hardback #256276 2022 9789659282210 £140.00

The Darkling Beetles of the Sinai Peninsula
Coleoptera: Tenebrionidae
Martin Lillig(Author), Tomáš Pavlíček(Author)
An expanded and updated edition of the out-of-print 2003 supplementum of Zoology in the
Middle East, this concise guide to Darkling Beetles of the Sinai Peninsula has been sought
after by researchers in taxonomy, faunistics, and biogeography. The new...

144 pages | 25 colour & 7 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #256277 2022 9781032187204 £89.99

Verbreitungsatlas der Tagfalter und Widderchen Deutschlands [Distribution Atlas of
Butterflies and Moths in Germany]
Rolf Reinhardt(Author), Alexander Harpke(Author), Steffen Caspari(Author), Matthias
Dolek(Author), Elisabeth Kühn(Author), Martin Musche(Author), Robert Trusch(Author), Martin
Wiemers(Author), Josef Settele(Author), Beate Jessel(Foreword By)
If you want to protect butterflies, you have to know where they occur. So far, however, reports of
finds from existing monitoring programs have only been available regionally. For the first time,
this atlas brings together the distribution data of...

432 pages | 568 colour photos, 218 colour distribution maps | Eugen
Ulmer Verlag

Hardback #256350 2020 9783818605575 £64.99

Getting Under Our Skin
The Cultural and Social History of Vermin
Lisa T Sarasohn(Author)
How vermin went from being part of everyone's life to a mark of disease, filth, and lower
status.For most of our time on this planet, vermin were considered humanity's common
inheritance. Fleas, lice, bedbugs, and rats were universal...

296 pages | 33 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #256406 2021 9781421441382 £21.99

De Nederlandse Aaskevers (Silphidae) [The Dutch Carrion Beetles]
Ed Colijn(Author), Theodoor Heijerman(Author)
A key to the species of carrion beetles of the Netherlands is presented.

156 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution maps |
European Invertebrate Survey / EIS-Nederland

Paperback #256445 2020 £24.99

De Nederlandse Slakkendoders (Sciomyzidae) [The Dutch Marsh Flies]
Aat Barendregt(Author)
A key to the species of Sciomyzidae, commonly called marsh flies, of the Netherlands is
presented.

156 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution maps |
European Invertebrate Survey / EIS-Nederland

Paperback #256446 2021 £24.99

European Butterflies, Issue 5: Spring 2022
Jason Sargerson(Editor), Dan Danahar(Contributor), Robin Fox(Contributor), James
Gibbs(Contributor), Adam Gor(Contributor), Mario Langourov(Contributor), Gyorgy
Liptovszky(Contributor), David Moore(Contributor), Pete Smith(Contributor)
Articles in the magazine cover: Endemic and rare butterflies in Spain and the progress of rare
butterflies in Hungary. There is a trip to three countries: Bulgaria, Greece and Macedonia in
just three days. Local excursions to find butterflies in...

36 pages | 150 colour photos | Charaxes Publications

Magazine #256454 Mar-2022 9772516527005 £7.99

The Freshwater Gastropods of the West-Palaearctis, Volume 2
Freshwater Gastropods of Springs and Subterranean Waters: Moitessieriidae, Steothyridae,
Bythinellidae – Identification Key, Anatomy, Ecology, Distribution
Peter Glöer(Author)
The Freshwater Gastropods of the West-Palaearctis, Volume 2 covers the mollusc families
Moitessieriidae, Stenothyridae and Bythinellidae of the West Palaearctic that contain 23
genera. A total of 464 species have been depicted on 521 photo plates...

371 pages | 521 plates with 1600+ colour photos and b/w line drawings;
colour distribution maps | Biodiversity Research Lab, Hetlingen

Hardback #256455 2022 £115.00

Lycaenidae Part 5 (Guide to the Butterflies of the Palearctic Region)
Tribe Polyommatini, Genera Chilades, Lachides, Rueckbeilia, Patricius, Pamiria, Freyeria,
Alpherakya, Glabroculus, Arianna
Zsolt Bálint(Author), Gian Cristoforo Bozano(Editor)
Part 5 of the Lycaenidae subseries describes the butterfly genera Chilades, Lachides,
Rueckbeilia, Patricius, Pamiria, Freyeria, Alpherakya, Glabroculus, and Arianna from the tribe
Polyommatini.

106 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, b/w line drawings, colour
distribution maps | Omnes Artes

Paperback #256465 2022 £34.99

Jungle Spirits [English / German]
Christian Ziegler(Photographer), Daisy Dent(Author)
Some 60 per cent of all the world's species live in jungles. In this best-selling book and
celebration of biodiversity, award-winning wildlife photographer Christian Ziegler and biologist
Daisy Dent create a monument to jungle life – from...

240 pages | 186 colour photos | TeNeues Publishing UK Ltd

Hardback #256420 2021 9783961713721 £34.99
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Natural History

The World Atlas of Trees and Forests
Exploring Earth's Forest Ecosystems
Herman H Shugart(Author), Peter White(Author), Sassan Saatchi(Author)
The earth's forests are havens of nature supporting a diversity of life. Shaped by climate and
geography, these vast and dynamic wooded spaces offer unique ecosystems that shelter
complex and interdependent webs of flora, fungi, and animals. The...

400 pages | 250+ colour photos, colour illustrations and colour maps |
Princeton University Press

Hardback #255688 Aug-2022 9780691226743 £31.99

Ever Green
Saving Big Forests to Save the Planet
John W Reid(Author), Thomas E Lovejoy(Author)
Clear, provocative, and persuasive, Ever Green is an inspiring call to action to conserve Earth's
irreplaceable wild woods, counteract climate change, and save the planet.Five stunningly large
forests remain on Earth: the Taiga, extending from...

320 pages | 45 photos, 6 maps | W.W. Norton & Co.

Hardback #256261 Apr-2022 9781324006039 £19.99

Berliner Höhlenkundliche Berichte, Volume 82: Karst and Caves of the Central African
Republic
Jean G Shaw(Author)
This volume offers the only complete overview on karst and caves of one of the last blank spots
on the speleological world map. It describes over 40 caves and rock shelters and many
prospective sites, with references to the exploration history,...

43 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour & b/w maps, colour
tables | Speläoclub Berlin

Paperback #256443 2022 £24.99

Botanical Journeys into the Western Australian Deserts
Sandro Pignatti(Author), Erika Pignatti Wikus(Author)
The book contains detailed descriptions of the unique desert environment with particular
emphasis on vegetation and the survival strategies of plants. Nine expeditions through the
Southwest of Western Australia over a period of 15 years triggered the...

441 pages | 97 colour & 288 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256479 2021 9783030853280 £139.99

Living Planet
The Web of Life on Earth
Sir David Attenborough(Author)
A new, fully updated narrative edition of David Attenborough's seminal biography of our world,
Living Planet.Nowhere on our planet is devoid of life. Plants and animals thrive or survive
within every extreme of climate and habitat that it offers....

366 pages | 64 plates with colour photos | William Collins (HarperCollins
imprint)

Paperback #256328 Apr-2022 9780008477868 £10.99
Hardback #252839 2021 9780008477820 £14.99

Bradt Wildlife Guide: Chinese Wildlife
Martin Walters(Author)
China is a huge country, with remarkably varied and unusual wildlife. This fully updated
second edition of Bradt's visitor's wildlife guide provides a colourful introduction to the
mammals, birds, reptiles and other wildlife for which the...

208 pages | colour photos, maps | Bradt Travel Guides

Paperback #256324 Mar-2022 9781784778880 £18.99

Wildlife of Britain & Ireland
Over 1,400 Species in Incredible Photographic Detail
Dorling Kindersley (DK)(Author)
Authoritative, lavishly illustrated, and beautifully designed, this photographic ID of Britain's flora
and fauna will captivate nature enthusiasts of every age and ability.From golden eagles in the
Scottish Highlands to Portuguese Man 'o'...

512 pages | colour photos | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #256267 Apr-2022 9780241569597 £29.99

Sea of Sand
A History of Great Sand Dunes National Park and Preserve
Michael M Geary(Author)
Sculpted into graceful contours by countless centuries of wind and water, the Great Sand
Dunes sprawl along the eastern fringes of the vast San Luis Valley of south-central Colorado.
Covering an area of nearly thirty square miles, they are the...

296 pages | 56 b/w illustrations | University of Oklahoma Press

Paperback #256466 2021 9780806169149 £23.99
Hardback #227968 2016 9780806152103 £35.99

The Secret World of Weather
How to Read Signs in Every Cloud, Breeze, Hill, Street, Plant, Animal, and Dewdrop
Tristan Gooley(Author)
The weather changes as we walk around a tree or turn down a street. There is a secret world of
weather – one that we all live in, but very few see.Each day we pass dozens of small weather
signs that reveal what the weather is doing all around...

391 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; b/w illustrations | Sceptre

Paperback #256314 Apr-2022 9781529339581 £9.99
Hardback #252816 2021 9781529339550 £14.99

The Eternal Season
Ghosts of Summers Past, Present and Future
Stephen Rutt(Author)
An evocative exploration of the changing nature of a British summer published at the height of
the seasonSummer is traditionally a time of plenty, of warmth, of breeding; a time to celebrate
the abundance of nature teeming in our hedgerows, cities,...

246 pages | Elliott & Thompson

Paperback #256336 Jul-2022 9781783966462 £9.99
Hardback #253306 2021 9781783965731 £14.99

Scenes from Prehistoric Life
From the Ice Age to the Coming of the Romans
Francis Pryor(Author)
In Scenes from Prehistoric Life, the distinguished archaeologist Francis Pryor paints a vivid
picture of Britain's prehistory, from the Old Stone Age (about one million years ago) to the
arrival of the Romans in AD 43, in a sequence of fifteen...

338 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Apollo (Head of
Zeus imprint)

Paperback #254937 Aug-2022 9781789544152 £10.99
Hardback #253650 2021 9781789544145 £24.99

Madhouse at the End of the Earth
The Belgica’s Journey into the Dark Antarctic Night
Julian Sancton(Author)
The harrowing, survival story of an early polar expedition that went terribly wrong, with the ship
frozen in ice and the crew trapped inside for the entire sunless, Antarctic winter.August 1897:
The Belgica set sail, eager to become the first...

368 pages | WH Allen

Paperback #256422 2022 9780753553466 £9.99
Hardback #253817 2021 9780753553442 £19.99

Deeper Into the Wood
Ruth Pavey(Author)
Over twenty years ago, Ruth Pavey bought four acres of scrub woodland above the Somerset
Levels and set out to improve the lush haven for birds, insects and all manner of wildlife.
Beneath the shade of the trees she spent two decades planting, she...

272 pages | b/w illustrations | Duckworth Overlook

Paperback #256510 May-2022 9780715654286 £10.99
Hardback #253879 2021 9780715654279 £14.99

Light Rains Sometimes Fall
A British Year Through Japan’s 72 Seasons
Lev Parikian(Author)
See the British year afresh and experience a new way of connecting with nature – through the
prism of Japan's seventy-two ancient microseasons. Across seventy-two short chapters and
twelve months, writer and nature lover Lev Parikian charts...

336 pages | Elliott & Thompson

Paperback #256337 May-2022 9781783966387 £9.99
Hardback #254615 2021 9781783965779 £14.99
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London Clay
Journeys in the Deep City
Tom Chivers(Author), Rohan Daniel Eason(Illustrator)
What secrets lie beneath a city?Tom Chivers follows hidden pathways, explores lost islands
and uncovers the geological mysteries that burst up through the pavement and bubble to the
surface of our streets. From Roman ruins to a submerged playhouse,...

450 pages | b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Penguin Books

Paperback #256317 Jun-2022 9781529176711 £9.99
Hardback #254722 2021 9780857526922 £19.99

Britannica All New Children's Encyclopedia
What We Know & What We Don't
Christopher Lloyd(Editor)
Earth? Space? Animals? History? STEM? The Britannica All New Children's Encyclopedia has
them all. This beautifully illustrated, 424-page compendium of knowledge is a must-have
addition to every family bookshelf and library collection.With more...

416 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations | Britannica Books

Hardback #256235 2020 9781912920471 £24.99

Wild Shores
The Magic of Ireland’s Coastline
Richard Nairn(Author)
Following the Irish coast in a clockwise direction, acclaimed ecologist Richard Nairn travels by
boat, on foot and sometimes by air to visit the best remaining wild places, including islands,
cliffs, beaches and dunes.The result is a unique mix of...

480 pages | Gill & Macmillan

Paperback #256248 Mar-2022 9780717192762 £13.99

The Green Planet
Leisa Stewart-Sharpe(Author), Kim Smith(Illustrator), Chris Packham(Foreword By)
Accompanying a brand-new BBC series presented by David Attenborough.This is our Green
Planet: a hidden world where plants care for other plants and can smell, taste, touch, hear and
even 'talk'. In the world of plants, time passes more...

64 pages | colour illustrations | BBC Books

Hardback #256255 2022 9781405946667 £14.99

Spring Tides
A Story from a Small Island
Fiona Gell(Author)
In Spring Tides, marine biologist Fiona Gell tells the story of a pioneering project to create the
very first marine nature reserve on the Isle of Man. Growing up in a traditional fishing family on
the island, Fiona spent her time on her...

224 pages | Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Hardback #256302 May-2022 9781474621854 £14.99

The Trespasser's Companion
A Field Guide to Reclaiming What Is Already Ours
Nick Hayes(Author)
The Trespasser's Companion is a rallying cry for greater public access to nature and a gently
seditious guide to how to get it: by trespassing.We may be excluded from the majority of our
land, no less than 92% in England, but bestselling nature...

288 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #256310 Apr-2022 9781526646453 £14.99

Fledgling
Hannah Bourne-Taylor(Author)
Read the powerful account of one woman's struggle to reshape her identity when all normality
has fallen away.When lifelong bird-lover Hannah Bourne-Taylor moved with her husband to
Ghana seven years ago she couldn't have anticipated how her...

304 pages | Aurum Press

Hardback #256313 Apr-2022 9780711266674 £16.99

Crossbill Guide: Ireland
Carsten Krieger(Author)
Ireland, the Emerald Isle, is famous for its checkerboard landscape of green fields and
hedgerows. Its coast showcases sandy beaches, mudflats and saltmarshes, Atlantic
Rainforests, rocky shores and cliffs, all home to a staggering variety of...

256 pages | colour photos, colour maps | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #256325 Apr-2022 9789491648205 £25.95

Galapagos Crusoes
A Year Alone with the Birds
Bryan Nelson(Author), June Nelson(Author), HRH The Duke of Edinburgh(Foreword By), Tui
De Roy(Foreword By)
A new, updated version of the celebrated 1968 title, Galapagos: Islands of Birds, by the
renowned late ornithologist Bryan Nelson, with additional, previously unpublished
reminiscences and lively and irreverent memories from his wife June. This...

256 pages | Bradt Travel Guides

Paperback #256329 Apr-2022 9781784778859 £11.99

Osteobiographies
The Discovery, Interpretation and Repatriation of Human Remains
Susan K Pfeiffer(Author)
Osteobiographies: The Discovery, Interpretation and Repatriation of Human Remains
contextualizes repatriation, or the transfer of authority for human skeletal remains from the
perspective of bioarchaeologists and evolutionary biologists. It...

228 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #256342 2021 9780128238806 £102.00

The Magnetism of Antarctica
The Ross Expedition 1839-1843
John Knight(Author)
This under-documented expedition was a pivotal moment in the annals of polar exploration and
was the starting point, in historical terms, of revealing the great unknown continent of
Antarctica. It was the first time in nearly 70 years since Captain...

256 pages | 85 colour photos and colour illustrations, 7 colour maps |
Whittles Publishing

Paperback #256346 Aug-2022 9781849955010 £18.99

I Ate Sunshine for Breakfast
A Celebration of Plants Around the World
Michael Holland(Author), Phillip Giordano(Illustrator)
Enter the incredible world of plants to learn about the green machines of the natural world.
Using just the rays of the sun, trees and flowers help create everything from rubber to honey.
Find out the powerful science going on in every leaf, petal...

128 pages | colour illustrations | Flying Eye Books

Paperback #256359 May-2022 9781838740733 £11.99
Hardback #256360 2020 9781911171188 £14.99

Drawing & Painting Flowers
A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Beautiful Floral Artworks
Jill Winch(Author)
Learn how to capture the beauty of nature in pencil, pen and watercolour with this inspiring
guide from award-winning botanical artist Jill Winch. The first half of the book shows you how
to capture the shape, form and texture of a wide range of...

224 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Arcturus Publishing Ltd

Paperback #256387 2021 9781398803671 £11.99

Fearless Females: Mothers, Hunters and Teachers [English / German]
Mario Ludwig(Photographer)
In the lion world, only the females hunt – because they do it best. The boss of a hyena pack?
An alpha female. Even the lowest-ranking female of the pack is superior to her male
counterparts. As for praying mantises? They keep interaction with...

208 pages | 120 colour photos | TeNeues Publishing UK Ltd

Hardback #256419 2021 9783961713516 £34.99
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Reference

Conservation & Biodiversity

Fire
Fire is the fourth element. It destroys and creates something new. In its heat, colours, and
magnitude, it provides a terrifying spectacle as much as an existential threat. Today, it speaks
as much to the fragility of human structures as to the...

148 pages | 75 colour & 25 b/w illustrations | TeNeues Publishing UK Ltd

Hardback #256421 2021 9783961713660 £44.99

Wildtiere Mitteleuropas: Verbreitung, Ökologie, Management [Wildlife of Central
Europe: Distribution, Ecology, Management]
Sven Herzog(Author)
From rock ptarmigan to pheasants and deer to wolves – if you want to know more about
Germany's native wild animals, you need this book! Sven Herzog, Professor of Wildlife
Ecology and Game Management, covers all the important mammals...

300 pages | colour photos | Quelle & Meyer Verlag

Hardback #256438 2022 9783494018232 £46.99

Wildlife of the Scenic Rim
Gregory Czechura(Author)
The Scenic Rim is one of Queensland's great natural treasure troves. Scientists and naturalists
have long been attracted to the region's diverse and unique fauna, but anyone can enjoy an
outstanding wildlife experience. This pocket guide book...

68 pages | colour photos | Queensland Museum

Paperback #256459 0201 9780987055583 £29.99

Wild Guide to the Scenic Rim
Gregory Czechura(Author)
The Scenic Rim is a storehouse of unique plants and animals – this area is west and south of
Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. Aboriginal people have lived in the scenic Rim for tens of
thousands of years and wove a complex web of stories,...

67 pages | colour photos | Queensland Museum

Paperback #256460 2010 9780980753363 £29.99

Top 10 Walks: South West Coast Path
South Devon Coast - Plymouth to Lyme Regis
Dennis R Kelsall(Author)
These attractive and cleverly structured guides will give walkers ten of the best short circular
walks along each of the five sections of the 630-mile long South West Coast Path in a popular
pocket-size format. With clear information, an overview and...

64 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Northern Eye Books

Paperback #256467 2019 9781908632708 £6.99

Amazon River
Francis Sangma(Author), Rômolo D'Hipólito(Illustrator)
It is the widest, largest river on planet Earth, surrounded by deep rainforest and home to an
incredible array of wildlife. Welcome to the Amazon.Take a journey through South America
along the winding Amazon River, spotting tree frogs, piranhas,...

80 pages | Flying Eye Books

Hardback #256472 2021 9781912497331 £14.99

Fauna of Himachal Pradesh, Part 1
This is the first of a two-part fauna for the Indian state of Himachal Pradesh and deals with part
of the invertebrate groups.

672 pages | 59 plates with colour photos; maps, tables | Zoological
Survey of India

Paperback #256486 2021 9788181715739 £199.00

Fauna of Himachal Pradesh, Part 2
This is the second of a two-part fauna for the Indian state of Himachal Pradesh and deals with
the remaining invertebrate groups, as well as vertebrate groups.

528 pages | 18 plates with colour photos | Zoological Survey of India

Paperback #256487 2021 9788181715746 £140.00

The Condor's Feather
Travelling Wild in South America
Michael Webster(Author)
'One spring morning, as the cuckoos were arriving in England, we departed. At Tilbury Docks
we slowly edged our Toyota camper into a shipping container and, like a heron scooping a frog
from a marsh, our container was hoisted high over the...

336 pages | September Publishing

Paperback #256493 2022 9781914613005 £14.99

Astrobiology
An Introduction
Kevin W Plaxco(Author), Michael Gross(Author)
Exploring the potential for extraterrestrial life and the origins of our own planet, this
comprehensive introduction to astrobiology is updated with the latest findings.Informed by the
discoveries and analyses of extrasolar planets and the findings...

416 pages | illustrations | Johns Hopkins University Press

Paperback #256403 2021 9781421441290 £25.99
Hardback #256402 2021 9781421441283 £55.50

Terra Forma
A Book of Speculative Maps
Frédérique Aït-Touati(Author), Alexandra Arènes(Author), Axelle Grégoire(Author), Bruno
Latour(Foreword By), Amanda DeMarco(Translated by)
Charting the exploration of an unknown world – our own – with a new cartography of living
things rather than space available for conquest or colonization.Terra Forma charts the
exploration of an unknown world: our own. Just as Renaissance...

200 pages | 35 colour illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #256287 2022 9780262046695 £24.99

Revealing Watermarks
How to Enhance the Security of Hand-Made Paper Items and Reveal Hidden Data
Ian Christie-Miller(Author)
Watermarks reflect the very stuff of the origin, date, distribution, composition, history, and
culture of paper-based items. Digital imaging of watermarks releases the research potential as
widely as the internet itself. One example is the digital...

100 pages | 77 b/w illustrations, 1 table | Academic Studies Press

Hardback #256469 2021 9781644696248 £70.99

Bioinformatics
A Practical Guide to NCBI Databases and Sequence Alignments
Hamid D Ismail(Author)
Bioinformatics: A Practical Guide to NCBI Databases and Sequence Alignments provides the
basics of bioinformatics and in-depth coverage of NCBI databases, sequence alignment, and
NCBI Sequence Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST). As bioinformatics...

468 pages | 398 colour & 23 b/w illustrations | Chapman & Hall

Hardback #256481 Mar-2022 9781032123691 £74.99

Africa's Ecology
Sustaining the Biological and Environment Diversity of a Continent
Valentine Udoh James(Author)
This is a book about the natural resource wealth of the continent of Africa and how to manage,
protect and conserve the resources in the face of haphazard development and the
unprecedented threat of consumption of the resources by the exponential...

162 pages | 135 b/w photos, illustrations, maps, tables | McFarland

Paperback #235338 Apr-2019 9780786479139 £37.95
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Ornithology

Human-Wildlife Conflict Management
Prevention and Problem Solving
Russell F Reidinger, Jr.(Author)
The latest edition of this classic guide details how to understand and resolve a broad array of
human-wildlife conflicts.This new edition of Human-Wildlife Conflict Management updates our
understanding of the human dimensions, as well as biological...

288 pages | 29 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #256507 Oct-2022 9781421445250 £65.99
Hardback #206926 2013 9781421409443 £65.99

Nowhere Left to Go
How Climate Change Is Driving Species to the Ends of the Earth
Benjamin von Brackel(Author)
Harrowing journeys of animals and plants – fleeing skyrocketing temperatures and mega-
droughts – reported from the frontlines of the greatest migration of species since the Ice AgeAs
humans accelerate global warming while laying waste to...

288 pages | The Experiment, LLC

Hardback #256259 Jul-2022 9781615198610 £19.99

Saving Eden
The Gearagh and Irish Nature
Kevin Corcoran(Author)
Once the envy of Europe, Ireland's pristine environment has been butchered beyond
recognition. This destruction is shockingly evident in The Gearagh, near Macroom in County
Cork. Western Europe's last primaeval river forest, which was...

281 pages | 16 colour & 20 b/w illustrations | The Gearagh Press

Hardback #256304 2021 9781788461917 £20.99

After They're Gone
Extinctions Past, Present and Future
Peter Marren(Author)
We are in the midst of an extinction event: the sixth mass extinction on earth and one entirely
caused by mankind. All species become extinct sooner or later, but we have accelerated that
natural process several hundredfold and now, it is happening...

320 pages | Hodder & Stoughton

Hardback #256309 May-2022 9781529393408 £16.99

First Along the River
A Brief History of the U.S. Environmental Movement
Benjamin Kline(Author)
First Along the River: A Brief History of the U.S. Environmental Movement provides students
with a balanced, historical perspective on the history of the environmental movement in relation
to major social and political events in U.S. history, from...

288 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #256395 2022 9781538159330 £22.95
Hardback #256394 2022 9781538159323 £57.99

Keeping the World's Environment Under Review
An Intellectual History of the Global Environment Outlook
Jan Bakkes(Author), Marion Cheatle(Author), Nora Mžavanadze(Author), László
Pintér(Author), Ron Witt(Author)
How do we take stock of the state and direction of the world's environment, and what can we
learn from the experience? Among the myriad detailed narratives about the condition of the
planet, the Global Environment Outlook (GEO) reports –...

350 pages | Central European University Press

Paperback #256407 Aug-2022 9789633864319 £67.99

Zoos and Aquariums in the Public Mind
John Fraser(Editor), Joe E Heimlich(Editor), Kelly Riedinger(Editor)
This book summarizes a range of psychological research into how zoos and aquariums
operate in the minds of visitors and the broader public. Bringing together core findings from
emerging international research, Zoos and Aquariums in the Public Mind...

100 pages | 15 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256428 Aug-2022 9783030849412 £89.99

Voluntourism and Multispecies Collaboration
Life, Death, and Conservation in the Mesoamerican Barrier Reef
Keri Vacanti Brondo(Author)
Voluntourism and Multispecies Collaboration is a lively ethnographic exploration of the world of
conservation voluntourism and its engagement with marine and terrestrial biodiversity on the
Honduran Bay Island of Utila, located in the ecologically...

224 pages | University of Arizona Press

Hardback #256473 2021 9780816542604 £60.95

Ecological Reparation
Repair, Remediation and Resurgence in Social and Environmental Conflict
Dimitris Papadopoulos(Editor), Maria Puig de la Bellacasa(Editor), Maddalena
Tacchetti(Editor)
How do we address the threat of social and environmental destruction while creating and
maintaining liveable worlds? Expert scholars from diverse backgrounds unpack the question in
this research-oriented, real-world challenges-focused collection. The...

352 pages | Bristol University Press

Paperback #256476 Sep-2022 9781529216059 £27.99
Hardback #256475 Sep-2022 9781529216042 £85.99

A Wild Idea
The True Story of Douglas Tompkins – The Greatest Conservationist (You've Never Heard of)
Jonathan Franklin(Author)
In 1991, Doug Tompkins abandoned his comfortable life in San Francisco and flew 6,500 miles
south to a shack in Patagonia. Instead of the Golden Gate Bridge, Tompkins stared out the
window at Volcano Michinmahuida, blanketed in snow and prowled by...

368 pages | HarperOne

Hardback #256490 2021 9780062964120 £29.99

Leave It As It Is
A Journey Through Theodore Roosevelt's American Wilderness
David Gessner(Author)
"Leave it as it is," Theodore Roosevelt announced while viewing the Grand Canyon for the first
time. "The ages have been at work on it and man can only mar it". Roosevelt's pronouncement
signalled the beginning of an...

352 pages | Simon & Schuster

Paperback #256492 2021 9781982105051 £21.99
Hardback #256491 2020 9781982105044 £29.99

Where to Watch Birds in Wales
David Saunders(Author), Jon Green(Author)
Wales remains one of the most alluring regions for birdwatchers; its range of habitats ensures
a wide variety of species amidst the often spectacular scenery.Now in its fifth edition, Where to
Watch Birds in Wales remains an invaluable and most...

352 pages | 70 maps, 45 line drawings | Helm

Paperback #248713 Aug-2022 9781472979513 £24.99

Birds of Portugal
An Annotated Checklist
Gonçalo Elias(Author)
Birds of Portugal: An Annotated Checklist has been written with two objectives in mind. First, to
provide an update to the existing species lists and second, to make this information available in
a practical and accessible format that can be easily...

159 pages | no illustrations | Gonçalo Elias (privately published)

Paperback #256426 2022 9798417140600 £13.99
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Botany

Shearwater
A Bird, an Ocean, and a Long Way Home
Roger Morgan-Grenville(Author)
Ten weeks into its life, a Manx shearwater chick will emerge from its burrow and fly 8,000 miles
from the west coast of the British Isles to the South Atlantic. It will be unlikely to touch land
again for four years.Part memoir, part homage to...

281 pages | 3 b/w maps | Icon Books

Paperback #256327 Apr-2022 9781785788598 £10.99
Hardback #251822 2021 9781785787201 £11.99

Around the World in 80 Birds
Mike Unwin(Author), Ryuto Miyake(Illustrator)
This beautiful and inspiring book tells the stories of 80 birds around the world: from the
Sociable Weaver Bird in Namibia which constructs huge, multi-nest 'apartment blocks' in the
desert, to the Bar-headed Goose of China, one of the...

224 pages | colour illustrations | Laurence King

Hardback #256263 Jun-2022 9780857828958 £19.99

Orkney Bird Report 2019
Andy Mitchell(Editor), Joan Maynard(Editor)
The 2019 edition of The Orkney Bird Report, with full-colour photographs, includes information
on species, sightings, nesting habitats and locations during 2019. One-off contributions this
year are a summary of records from 2016-2020 of white-billed...

126 pages | 10 plates with 20 colour photos | Orkney Bird Report
Committee

Paperback #256268 2022 £19.99

Le Pic à Dos Blanc: Monographie [The White-Backed Woodpecker Complex:
Monograph]
Jean-Louis Grangé(Author)
A special issue of the international ornithological review Alauda (volume 90(1), 2022)The
White-backed Woodpecker Dendrocopos leucotos is one of the woodpecker species
specialized in a very specific trophic niche: mature forests with a predominance...

152 pages | colour photos, colour maps, colour tables | Societé d'Etudes
Ornithologiques de France

Paperback #256301 2022 £38.99

The Faroe Islands’ European Storm Petrel
Jens-Kjeld Jensen(Author), Jógvan Thomsen(Author)
The book describes all the knowledge and research that has been done in Nólsoy, an island of
the Faroe Island, so far. The book also provides a completely updated description of the
situation in the largest European Storm Petrel colony in the...

90 pages | colour photos | Forlagiđ í Støplum

Paperback #256362 2022 9789991837208 £36.99

Birds of Prey
Stunning Photographs of the World's Great Hunting Birds
Tom Jackson(Author)
Birds of prey – or raptors – are some of the most captivating bird species in the world. Think of
eagles and condors, vultures, hawks and kites, but also owls and ospreys. Think of the
peregrine falcon, which, reaching speeds of up to 320...

224 pages | 240 colour photos | Amber Books

Hardback #256370 2021 9781838860950 £19.99

Conservation of Marine Birds
Lindsay Young(Editor), Eric A VanderWerf(Editor)
Conservation of Marine Birds is the first book to outline and synthesize the myriad of threats
faced by one of the most imperilled groups of birds on earth. With more than half of all 346
seabird species worldwide experiencing population declines and...

441 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #256379 Jul-2022 9780323885393 £115.00

Sinagote
The Biography of a Spoonbill
Theunis Piersma(Author), Petra de Goeij(Author), Willem Bouten(Author), Carl Zuhorn(Author),
Joanna Duggan(Translated by), Daniel Barber(Translated by), Michiel Muller(Photographer)
This book tells the story of a spoonbill the authors have called Sinagote, a female bird born on
the island of Vlieland, in the Netherlands. In her name, she carries the words ‘Sina’, the Breton
name of the village in Britanny she returns...

224 pages | colour photos | Lynx Edicions

Paperback #256380 May-2022 9788416728558 £29.99

How to Attract Garden Birds
Building Bird Feeders, Nest Boxes, Bird Tables and Birdbaths
David Alderton(Author), Jen Green(Contributor)
Birds are a delight in the garden, not only for their beauty and birdsong but also because they
eat many harmful garden pests. This book contains a wealth of feeding ideas for backyard
birds, from seeds, grains and peanuts to fruits, suet cakes and...

256 pages | 760+ colour photos and colour illustrations | Lorenz Books

Hardback #256385 2022 9780754835042 £14.99

Linnuatlas: Eesti Haudelindude Levik ja Arvukus [Bird Atlas: Distribution and
Abundance of Estonian Breeding Birds]
Jaanus Elts(Author), Andrus Kuus(Author), Eerik Leibak(Author)
Linnuatlas: Eesti Haudelindude Levik ja Arvukus is the most comprehensive book on Estonian
breeding birds in the last 25 years. This long-awaited work is based on fieldwork carried out
between 2003 and 2009 and is the result of the input of more than...

560 pages | colour photos, 660+ colour distribution maps | Estonian
Ornithological Society

Hardback #256450 2018 £54.99

Vögel im Grünland [Grassland Birds]
Redaktion Der Falke(Editor)
Meadow birds do not always have it easy in their natural environment. Their living conditions
have changed significantly in recent years. Our landscapes are changing – fields are getting
bigger, hedges and meadows are almost completely...

72 pages | 108 colour photos and colour illustrations, 7 colour maps, 2
tables | Aula Verlag

Paperback #256470 2021 9783891048429 £17.99

Herbaceous Perennial Plants
A Treatise on their Identification, Culture, and Garden Attributes
Allan M Armitage(Author)
When the first volume of Herbaceous Perennial Plants was released thirty-one years ago, it
quickly became a leading resource in the field of horticulture. It was recognized as one of the
best 75 books in the last  75 years by the American...

1109 pages | colour photos | Stipes Publishing Company

Paperback #256368 2020 9781646170128 £110.00
Hardback #179541 2008 9781588747761 £165.00

Flowers of Greece (2-Volume Set)
Tristan Lafranchis(Author), G Sfikas(Author)
The aim of the two-book set is to provide good coverage of the Greek Flora to aid naturalists,
botanists and gardeners to identify plants they see in Greece. The most attractive groups of
plants are presented in-depth such as Dianthus, Viola and...

878 pages | 3500 colour photos, includes DVD-rom | Koeltz Botanical
Books

Hardback #256482 2021 9783946583097 £150.00

The Crevice Garden
How to Make the Perfect Home for Plants from Rocky Places
Kenton J Seth(Author), Paul Spriggs(Author)
In The Crevice Garden, enthusiastic experts Kenton Seth and Paul Spriggs, bring us in-depth
guidance on the design, construction, and planting of crevice gardens of all kinds. These
include those suitable for containers, small gardens and public...

224 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Filbert Press

Hardback #256464 Apr-2022 9781739903909 £24.99
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Zeigerpflanzen: Erkennen und Bewerten [Indicator Plants: Recognizing and Evaluating]
Wolfgang Licht(Author)
Indicator plants (Zeigerpflanz in German) refers to species that indicate the presence of
specific plant communities or certain environmental factors in an area. From the presence of
such plants one can draw conclusions about the character and the...

528 pages | 625 colour photos, b/w illustrations, colour tables | Quelle &
Meyer Verlag

Hardback #256457 2022 9783494018775 £54.99

Find That Flower
Colour Guide to the Wildflowers of the Cape to Cape Track and Australia's Southwest Corner
Jane Scott(Author)
The colour photographs in Find That Flower will help you to identify 304 species of plants,
including major weeds, most of which grow throughout the southwest of Western Australia.
These plants all occur along the Cape to Cape Track and other parts...

112 pages | 415 colour photos | Cape to Cape Publishing

Paperback #256456 2020 9780992485184 £39.99

Lichens of Finland
Soili Stenroos(Editor), Saara Velmala(Editor), Juha Pykälä(Editor), Teuvo Ahti(Editor)
Lichens of Finland is an exceptionally rich and beautiful book about lichens. The 896-page
book, richly illustrated with first-class images, deals with lichens in Finland. It contains English
text, but all species are presented with Swedish and...

896 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Naturcentrum AB

Hardback #256307 2021 9789185221431 £130.00

How to Make a Wildflower Meadow
Tried-and-Tested Techniques for New Garden Landscapes
James Hewetson-Brown(Author), Alys Fowler(Foreword By)
Flowering meadows are appealing to gardeners and valuable for wildlife, but they can be
difficult to establish. How to Make a Wildflower Meadow will change all that with its pragmatic
yet eco-friendly advice. Gardeners and landscape professionals...

256 pages | 250 colour photos | Filbert Press

Paperback #256234 May-2022 9781739903916 £17.99

Britain's Ancient Forest
Legacy & Lore
Julian Hight(Author)
Just what were Britain's forests, how did they develop and what remains of them? Attempting to
answer these questions, Britain's Ancient Forest presents an alternative scenario to the
common held view that Britain was blanketed in dense...

304 pages | ~600 colour & b/w photos | Julian Hight

Hardback #256292 2019 9780993290626 £24.99

The Nation of Plants
A Radical Manifesto for Humans
Stefano Mancuso(Author), Gregory Conti(Translated by)
From the moment of their arrival, about three hundred thousand years ago – nothing when
compared to the history of life on our planet – humans have succeeded in changing the
conditions of the planet so drastically as to make it a...

144 pages | Profile Books

Paperback #256269 Jul-2022 9781788168618 £8.99
Hardback #252138 2021 9781788168601 £10.99

Tree Thieves
Crime and Survival in North America's Woods
Lyndsie Bourgon(Author)
This fast-paced, riveting look at timber poaching reveals why stealing trees has become a
billion-dollar industry.Deep in the thickets of North America's most ancient woodland, timber
poachers are felling some of the last remaining old-growth on...

Hodder & Stoughton

Hardback #255699 Jul-2022 9781529331097 £19.99

Wild Flowers of Britain and Ireland
Roger Phillips(Author)
Beautifully photographed in full colour, Wild Flowers of Britain and Ireland contains over 1,000
species and is the perfect guide for any enthusiast of the natural world, from the acclaimed and
award-winning Roger Phillips.From woodlands and meadows...

208 pages | colour photos | Macmillan

Hardback #256075 Aug-2022 9781529082203 £24.99

Agaves
Species, Cultivars & Hybrids
Jeremy Spath(Author), Jeff Moore(Author), Randy Baldwin(Foreword By)
A richly illustrated and informative deep dive into the world of agaves, both in cultivation as well
as habitat. It is written by two succulent nursery owners with experience and appreciation for
this genus. This book is targeted at agave enthusiasts...

356 pages | colour photos | Jeff Moore (privately published)

Paperback #256214 2021 9780991584666 £39.99

Flowering Plants of Africa, Volume 67: Plates 2361–2380
Alicia Grobler(Editor), Gillian S Condy(Contributor)
Twenty full-colour plates and descriptions of plants appear in this peer-reviewed biennial
series, which has become a collector’s item of the African and specifically South African flora.
This volume is dedicated to Prof. Gideon F. Smith,...

220 pages | 20 plates with colour illustrations; colour photos, b/w
distribution maps | South African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI
Publishing)

Paperback #256217 2021 9781928224488 £44.99

Wild Flower Flowcharts
Species ID the Easy Way
Faith Anstey(Author)
The Pocket Guide to Wildflower Families proved so popular that the author looked for a
congenial way of continuing ID down to species level – but without the encumbrance of
hundreds of species you're fairly unlikely to come across. This...

22 pages | 200 colour photos, 10 b/w illustrations | Wildflower Study

Spiralbound #256221 Mar-2022 9780993493362 £6.99

Sander's List of Orchid Hybrids: 3 Year Addendum 2014-2016
Julian Shaw(Introduction By)
The latest edition of the three-year (13th) addendum to Sander’s list of orchid hybrids
published by the Royal Horticultural Society. It contains names, parentage, and names of
registrant and originator for all orchid hybrids registered between...

663 pages | no illustrations | Royal Horticultural Society

Hardback #256256 2017 9781907057762 £74.99

Sander's List of Orchid Hybrids: 3 Year Addendum 2017-2019
Julian Shaw(Introduction By)
The most recent three-year addendum to Sander’s List of Orchid Hybrids covering the years
2017–2019 to be published by the Royal Horticultural Society. It contains names, parentage,
and names of registrant and originator for all orchid...

750 pages | no illustrations | Royal Horticultural Society

Hardback #256257 2021 9781911666134 £74.99

Orchid Species from Himalaya and Southeast Asia, Volume 2 (G-P)
Eng Soon Teoh(Author)
A presentation of over 700 popular orchid species in 104 genera carefully detailed with
beautiful photographs and concise descriptions of plants, their distribution and habitats by a
well-known author and photographer. Each genus is assigned a...

365 pages | colour photos, 1 b/w illustration | Springer Nature

Hardback #256272 2021 9783030804275 £129.99

Orchid Species from Himalaya and Southeast Asia, Volume 3 (R-Z)
Eng Soon Teoh(Author)
A presentation of over 700 popular orchid species in 104 genera carefully detailed with
beautiful photographs and concise descriptions of plants, their distribution and habitats by a
well-known author and photographer. Each genus is assigned a...

350 pages | colour photos, 1 b/w illustration | Springer Nature

Hardback #256273 May-2022 9783030976293 £129.99
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Mammals

The Galanthophiles
160 Years of Snowdrop Devotees
Jane Kilpatrick(Author), Jennifer Harmer(Author)
Gardening is all about people. It is people who make and maintain gardens; who sow seeds
and take cuttings; who choose plants and nurture rarities; and it is people who pass on their
knowledge and their best plants to others. All too often the...

258 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Orphans
Publishing

Hardback #256274 2018 9781903360286 £44.99

Mangroves
Biodiversity, Livelihoods and Conservation
Sudhir Chandra Das(Editor), Elizabeth Ashton(Editor), Pullaiah Thammineni(Editor)
This contributory volume is a comprehensive collection on the mangrove forest eco-system
and its ecology, the resources and potentials of mangroves, conservation efforts, mangrove
eco-system services and threats to conservation. The book is an...

500 pages | 74 colour & 10 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256284 May-2022 9789811905186 £199.99

Nordic Orchids / Nordens Orkidéer
Sven Birkedal(Author)
Nordic Orchids describes all species, subspecies, and varieties that occur in the Nordic
countries. The book is very richly illustrated with spreads containing photographs and graphic
images showing flowering times and sizes. A shorter section...

232 pages | ~800 colour photos | Naturcentrum AB

Hardback #256308 2020 9789185221417 £39.99

Fiori delle Dolomiti: 33 Escursioni Consigliate [Flowers of the Dolomites: 33
Recommended Excursions]
Adriano Bernini(Author)
The book describes, with colour images, 108 Italian flowers from the most common to the more
or less rare or endemic ones found during one of the 33 described excursions in part of the
Dolomite territory limited to the Provinces of Trento and Bolzano...

128 pages | 182 colour photos | Bernini Botanical Publishing

Paperback #256355 2020 £39.99

Alchemilla
Lady’s-Mantles of Britain and Ireland
Mark Lynes(Author), Kevin Walker(Contributor)
The UK and Irish Alchemilla flora stands at twenty species: fifteen natives and five
introductions. Of the native species, four are recently-published names by the author of this
new work, set to become the standard for the genus in these...

220 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Botanical Society of Britain
& Ireland

Paperback #256408 Apr-2022 9780901158567 £19.99

Baobab
Beth Moon(Photographer)
A spectacular oversize photo book celebrating Africa's most majestic trees-which are now
facing an unprecedented ecological threatBaobabs are one of Africa's natural wonders: they
can live more than 2,000 years, and their massive,...

128 pages | 70 b/w photos, b/w maps | Abbeville Press

Hardback #256414 2021 9780789214096 £35.99

Wild Plants of the Scenic Rim
Keith McCosh(Author), Barry Jahnke(Author), Aubrey Polich(Author), Paul Donatiu(Author),
Glenn Leiper(Author)
The Scenic Rim encompasses a chain of high mountains and plateaux, isolated peaks, low
rolling hills and flood plains that lie to the south and south-west of Brisbane in Queensland's
southeast corner. This guide is an introduction to the...

64 pages | colour photos | Queensland Museum

Paperback #256458 2015 9780987268181 £29.99

Orchideenführer Murnauer Moos: Streifzüge durch ein Naturparadies [Orchid Guide
Murnauer Moos: Forays through a Natural Paradise]
Heiko Liebel(Author), Karel AJ Kreutz(Author)
The landscape and biodiversity of the Murnauer Moos, a natural wetland in Bavaria, are more
varied than in almost any other area in Germany. In the largest living moor in Central Europe,
various types of moor meet alluvial and swamp forests, natural...

120 pages | 171 colour photos | Quelle & Meyer Verlag

Paperback #256462 2021 9783494018904 £13.99

Nepenthes: The Tropical Pitcher Plants (3-Volume Set)
Stewart McPherson(Author)
Fifteen years in the making and the result of more than three hundred research expeditions,
Nepenthes: The Tropical Pitcher Plants is a three-volume work that documents all currently
recognised species of Nepenthes for the first time. Over 1,350...

1350 pages | 3000+ colour photos | Redfern Natural History

Hardback #256489 2022 £149.97

Fascicles of Flora of India, Fascicle 30
Apocynaceae
Anukul Datta(Author), MP Nayar(Author), PV Prasanna(Editor)
Volume 30 deals with a taxonomic revision of the family Apocynaceae in India.

306 pages | 18 plates with colour photos; 70 b/w line drawings | Botanical
Survey of India

Hardback #256500 2022 9788194991311 £59.99

English Orchards
A Landscape History
Gerry Barnes(Author), Tom Williamson(Author)
Old orchards have an irresistible appeal. Their ancient trees and obscure fruit varieties seem to
provide a direct link with the lost rural world of our ancestors, a time when the pace of life was
slower and people had a strong and intimate...

224 pages | Oxbow Books

Paperback #256505 Jul-2022 9781789258356 £34.99

Terrestrial Cetartiodactyla
Frank E Zachos(Editor), Luca Corlatti(Editor)
This volume in Springer's Handbook of the Mammals of Europe series provides
comprehensive overviews of each terrestrial cetartiodactyl species' biology including
palaeontology, physiology, genetics, reproduction and development, ecology,...

400 pages | 50 colour & 50 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #248793 Jul-2022 9783030244743 £249.99

Tuco-Tucos
An Evolutionary Approach to the Diversity of a Neotropical Subterranean Rodent
Thales Renato Ochotorena de Freitas(Editor), Gislene Lopes Gonçalves(Editor), Renan
Maestri(Editor)
This book examines the biology of tuco-tucos (subterranean rodents of the genus Ctenomys
found in the neotropics) from an evolutionary perspective. Historically, these rodents have long
attracted the attention of scientists due to its remarkable...

289 pages | 28 colour & 20 b/w illustrations, 28 tables | Springer Nature

Paperback #256282 Mar-2022 9783030616816 £89.99
Hardback #251850 2021 9783030616786 £119.99

Ecology and Conservation of Pinnipeds in Latin America
Gisela Heckel(Editor), Yolanda Schramm(Editor)
Pinnipeds are marine mammals that include eared seals, true seals, and walruses. This book
presents detailed reviews on the ecology and conservation of 10 pinniped species along the
coasts and islands in Latin America, from Mexico to Chile and...

265 pages | 67 colour & 17 b/w illustrations, 15 tables | Springer Nature

Paperback #256278 Mar-2022 9783030631796 £89.99
Hardback #251973 2021 9783030631765 £109.99
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Mammalian Diversity and Matses Ethnomammalogy in Amazonian Peru, Part 4: Bats
Paúl M Velazco(Author), Robert S Voss(Author), David William Fleck(Author), Nancy B
Simmons(Author)
In this report, the fourth of the monographic series on mammalian diversity and Matses
ethnomammalogy in the Yavarí-Ucayali interfluvial region of northeastern Peru, the authors
document the occurrence of 98 species of bats, including 11...

199 pages | 39 colour photos and b/w illustrations, 72 tables | American
Museum of Natural History

Paperback #256230 2021 £69.99

Fourteen New, Endemic Species of Shrew (Genus Crocidura) from Sulawesi Reveal a
Spectacular Island Radiation
Jacob A Esselstyn(Author), Anang Setiawan Achmadi(Author), Heru Handika(Author), Mark T
Swanson(Author), Thomas C Giarla(Author), Kevin C Rowe(Author)
After nearly a decade of field inventories in which the authors preserved voucher specimens of
the small terrestrial mammals of Sulawesi, they combined qualitative and quantitative analyses
of morphological traits with molecular phylogenetics to...

108 pages | 43 b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations and colour & b/w
maps; 18 tables | American Museum of Natural History

Paperback #256233 2021 £69.99

Where the Seals Sing
Susan Richardson(Author)
A journey around the British Isles discovering the extraordinary lives of these secretive
mammals.The Atlantic grey seal is globally rare – there are fewer grey seals in the world than
African elephants – and Britain hosts forty per cent...

272 pages | William Collins (HarperCollins imprint)

Hardback #256237 Jul-2022 9780008404543 £19.99

The Chimpanzee Whisperer
A Life of Love and Loss, Compassion and Conservation
Stany Nyandwi(Author), David Blissett(Co-Author), Dame Jane Goodall(Foreword By)
A moving, heartwarming memoir about a conservation hero and real-life chimpanzee whisperer
– now the subject of the award-winning documentary film Pant Hoot.Stany Nyandwi's gift for
communicating with chimpanzees is so special that...

232 pages | 16 plates with colour photos | Arcade Publishing

Hardback #256330 Apr-2022 9781950994328 £19.99

Wolves and Dogs
Between Myth and Science
Friederike Range(Author), Sarah Marshall-Pescini(Author)
Various parallels have been drawn between wolves and humans from the perspective of their
social organisation. Therefore, studying wolves may well shed light on the evolutionary origins
of complex human cognition and, in particular, on the role that...

300 pages | 100 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256341 May-2022 9783030984106 £109.99

Ethology and Behavioral Ecology of Marine Mammals
The Evolving Human Factor
Giuseppe Notarbartolo di Sciara(Editor), Bernd Würsig(Editor)
The seventh volume in the series Ethology and Behavioral Ecology of Marine Mammals
describes aspects of the often-complex relationship between humans and marine mammals.
From a primaeval condition of occasional predators, during the last century...

350 pages | 60 colour & 7 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256344 Jun-2022 9783030980993 £129.99

Ethology and Behavioral Ecology of Mysticetes
Christopher W Clark(Author), Ellen C Garland(Author)
In Ethology and Behavioral Ecology of Mysticetes, an international team of leading marine
mammal scientists, with a remarkably diverse set of backgrounds and areas of expertise, lead
you through a synthesis of current knowledge on baleen whales....

292 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #256345 Aug-2022 9783030984489 £119.99

Monkeys
Apes, Gorillas and Other Primates
Tom Jackson(Author)
As our closest relatives in the animal world, monkeys have always fascinated and amused
humans in equal measure. Monkeys is an outstanding collection of photographs showing these
complex, intelligent animals in their natural habitat. Arranged in...

224 pages | 230 colour photos | Amber Books

Hardback #256371 2021 9781838861001 £19.99

On the Trail of the Jackalope
How a Legend Captured the World's Imagination and Helped Us Cure Cancer
Michael P Branch(Author)
The never-before-told story of the horned rabbit – the myths, the hoaxes, the very real scientific
breakthrough it inspired – and how it became a cultural touchstone of the American West.Just
what is a jackalope? Purported to be part...

304 pages | Pegasus Books

Hardback #256397 2022 9781643139333 £27.99

Environmental Enrichment
A Prospective of Captive Felid Management
Arun Kumar Mishra(Author), Rajesh Kumar Mohapatra(Author), Siba Prasad Parida(Author),
Satyanarayan Mishra(Author)
Environmental Enrichment is an essential and effective way to improve the welfare of captive
animals. The book presents general principles and scientific knowledge on environmental
enrichment and case studies on enrichment practices in zoo felids....

174 pages | Notion Press

Paperback #256436 2021 9781648506932 £32.99

A History of Sri Lankan Elephants
With an Account of Maduwanwela Dissawe
CG Uragoda(Author)
Sri Lanka has a very long history with elephants. It extends from the time of King
Devanampiyatissa of Sri Lanka and Hannibal from Europe. This book records this story
accordingly, dealing with the uses elephants have been put to by various...

119 pages | b/w illustrations | Sridevi Publishers

Hardback #256471 2018 9789553576002 £84.99

The Road to Fox Hollow
WC Leikam(Author)
When W.C. "Bill" Leikam (aka the Fox Guy) first discovered the presence of grey foxes along
San Francisco Bay, he decided to take up a daily vigil in a place he would come to call Fox
Hollow. Returning day after day, he found himself...

358 pages | Di Angelo Publications

Hardback #256484 2022 9781955690072 £57.99
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Marine & Freshwater Biology

Evolution in the Genus Rhinella
A Total Evidence Phylogenetic Analysis of Neotropical True Toads (Anura: Bufonidae)
Martín O Pereyra(Author), Boris L Blotto(Author), Diego Baldo(Author), Juan C
Chaparro(Author), Santiago R Ron(Author), Agustín J Elias-Costa(Author), Patricia P
Iglesias(Author), Pablo J Venegas(Author), Maria Tereza C Thomé(Author), Jhon Jairo Ospina-
Sarria(Author), Natan M Maciel(Author), Marco Rada(Author), Francisco Kolenc(Author),
Claudio Borteiro(Author), Mauricio Rivera-Correa(Author), Fernando JM Rojas Runjaic(Author),
Jiří Moravec(Author), Ignacio de la Riva(Author), Ward C Wheeler(Author), Santiago
Castroviejo-Fisher(Author), Taran Grant(Author), Célio FB Haddad(Author), Julián
Faivovich(Author)
True toads of the genus Rhinella are among the most common and diverse group of
Neotropical anurans. These toads are widely distributed throughout South America, inhabiting
a great diversity of environments and ecoregions. Currently, however, the...

155 pages | 15 colour photos and colour & b/w illustrations, 11 tables |
American Museum of Natural History

Paperback #256224 2021 £69.99

Sea Turtles to Sidewinders
A Guide to the Most Fascinating Reptiles & Amphibians of the West
Charles Hood(Author), Erin Westeen(Author), José Gabriel Martínez-Fonseca(Author)
The American West is home to a wide array of reptiles and amphibians – from the rare and
curious to those that can be found in parks and backyards. With this user-friendly guide in
hand, discover the most likely-to-be-encountered lizards,...

256 pages | colour photos | Timber Press

Paperback #256334 2022 9781643260358 £15.99

Field Guide to Snakes of the Middle East
Damien Egan(Author)
Arabia and the Middle East have an unusually rich herpetofauna, and this is exemplified by the
region's snakes. There are almost 190 species, and this new field guide offers a way to identify
them.Written by expert Damien Egan and illustrated...

240 pages | 87 plates with colour illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #256338 Jul-2022 9781472987327 £24.99

Reptiles of the Lesser Antilles
Roger S Thorpe(Author)
This book covers the reptiles of the Lesser Antillean archipelago, from Sombrero in the north
down to the Grenada bank in the south. Following the Preface and Acknowledgments, the book
is organized into five sections: 1) Introduction, 2) Taxa, 3)...

608 pages | ~900 colour photos, b/w maps | Edition Chimaira

Hardback #256511 May-2022 £110.00

The Sea Is Not Made of Water
Life Between the Tides
Adam Nicolson(Author)
Read our interview with Adam Nicolson. From Adam Nicolson, winner of the Wainwright Prize
2018 for his book The Seabird's Cry: Few places are as familiar as the shore – and few as full
of mystery and surprise. In The Sea Is Not Made of...

386 pages | 16 plates with colour photos and colour illustrations; b/w
photos, b/w illustrations | William Collins (HarperCollins imprint)

Paperback #256239 Jun-2022 9780008294816 £9.99
Hardback #252990 2021 9780008294779 £19.99

Marine Microworlds
Excursions to the Bottom of the Adriatic Sea
Roland R Melzer(Author), Bastian Brenzinger(Author), Tobias Lehmann(Author), Tihomir
Makovec(Author), Borut Mavrič(Author), Roland Meyer(Author), Manuel A Staggl(Author),
Martin Heß(Author)
The northern Adriatic is in turmoil. Harmful human impact has caused die-offs and drastic
changes in the number of species and their structure, with many things changing from bad to
worse. However, in marine protected areas and other localities that...

320 pages | 399 colour photos, 6 b/w illustrations | Verlag Dr. Friedrich
Pfeil

Hardback #256258 Apr-2022 9783899372731 £74.99

Coral Reefs of the Western Pacific Ocean in a Changing Anthropocene
Jing Zhang(Editor), Thamasak Yeemin(Editor), R John Morrison(Editor), Gi Hoon Hong(Editor)
This monograph is based on the research and training activities in the Western Pacific Ocean
Region within the umbrella of UNESCO/IOC-Sub-Commission for the Western Pacific Region.
The results of this work are compared to cases from other tropical...

440 pages | 28 colour & 7 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256285 2022 9783030971885 £139.99

Trout and Salmon of the Genus Salmo
Johannes Schöffmann(Author), James Prosek(Foreword By), John Zablocki(Foreword By)
This book is renowned in the literature on salmonids. It is the culmination of the life's work of
Johannes Schöffmann, a veritable explorer of the natural world, considered by the late Robert
Behnke to be the "world's authority on...

303 pages | 200 photos, illustrations, and maps | American Fisheries
Society

Hardback #256305 2021 9781934874639 £135.00

Life on the Rocks
Building a Future for Coral Reefs
Juli Berwald(Author)
The story of the urgent fight to save coral reefs, and why it matters to us all.Coral reefs are a
microcosm of our planet: extraordinarily diverse, deeply interconnected, and full of wonders.
When they're thriving, these fairy gardens hidden...

352 pages | Riverhead Books

Hardback #256326 Apr-2022 9780593087305 £23.99

Lakes
Their Birth, Life, and Death
John Richard Saylor(Author)
In Lakes: Their Birth, Life, and Death, John Richard Saylor shows us just how deep our
connection to these still waters run in a revealing look at lifegiving bodies of water. Think all
lakes are the same? Think again. Saylor leads an illuminating...

240 pages | illustrations | Timber Press

Hardback #256348 2022 9781643260488 £21.99

A Tidal Odyssey
Ed Ricketts and the Making of Between Pacific Tides
Richard Astro(Author), Donald Kohrs(Author)
Between Pacific Tides by Edward F. Ricketts and Jack Calvin is arguably the most important
book about marine ecology on the Pacific coast of North America. At a time when almost all
studies of life in the intertidal zones were taxonomic, Ricketts and...

216 pages | 30 b/w illustrations | Oregon State University Press

Paperback #256352 2022 9780870711589 £28.50

A Field Guide to Freshwater Macroinvertebrates of Southern Africa
Christian Fry(Author)
This book is a field guide to the commonly encountered freshwater macroinvertebrates of
southern Africa. It highlights the incredible variation and beauty of freshwater
macroinvertebrates, which play a critical role in freshwater and terrestrial...

256 pages | 900+ colour photos, distribution maps | Jacana Publishers

Paperback #256361 Aug-2022 9781431431052 £16.95

Life in the Open Ocean
The Biology of Pelagic Species
Joseph J Torres(Author), Thomas G Bailey(Author)
Life in the Open Ocean: The Biology of Pelagic Species provides in-depth coverage of the
different marine animal groups that form the communities inhabiting the ocean's pelagic realm.
This comprehensive resource explores the physical environment,...

1008 pages | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #256391 2022 9781405145299 £74.99
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Evolutionary Biology

Ecology

Diet for a Sustainable Ecosystem
The Science for Recovering the Health of the Chesapeake Bay and its People
Benjamin E Cuker(Editor)
This book explores a specific ecosystem in-depth, in order to weave a story built on place and
history. It incorporates the theme of a journey to help reveal the environment-human-health-
food system problem. While drawing on a historical approach...

430 pages | 198 colour & 42 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #256425 2021 9783030454838 £109.99
Hardback #256424 2020 9783030454807 £149.99

Maldives Marine Life Field Guide
Top 200+
Tim Godfrey(Author)
The Top 200+ species of marine invertebrates, plants, mammals and reptiles of the Maldives
in a handy fold-out waterproof guide. A companion guide to the book Marine Life of the
Maldives. Includes a silhouette of each animal for easy identification,...

8 pages | 200 colour photos | Atoll Editions

Unbound #256509 2017 9781876410209 £9.99

Why We Fight
Mike Martin(Author)
Why are we willing to die for our countries? How can ideology persuade someone to blow
themselves up?When we go to war, morality, religion and ideology often take the blame. But
Mike Martin boldly argues that the opposite is true: rather than driving...

224 pages | C Hurst & Co Publishers Ltd

Paperback #256392 2021 9781787384897 £12.99
Hardback #242580 2018 9781849048897 £19.99

The World Before Us
How Science is Revealing a New Story of Our Human Origins
Tom Higham(Author)
Fifty-thousand years ago, we were not the only species of human in the world. There were at
least four others, including the Neanderthals, who occupied Europe, the Near East and parts of
Eurasia; the enigmatic Homo floresiensis, or 'Hobbits',...

304 pages | 8 plates with colour photos and colour illustrations; b/w
photos, b/w illustrations | Penguin Books

Paperback #256363 Apr-2022 9780241989050 £10.99
Hardback #251923 2021 9780241440674 £19.99

Sentient
What Animals Reveal About Our Senses
Jackie Higgins(Author)
Sentient assembles a menagerie of zoological creatures – from land, air, sea and all four
corners of the globe – to understand what it means to be human. Through their eyes, ears,
skins, tongues and noses, the furred, finned and feathered...

344 pages | b/w illustrations | Picador

Paperback #256316 May-2022 9781529030815 £9.99
Hardback #253329 2021 9781529030778 £19.99

Flights of Fancy
Defying Gravity by Design & Evolution
Richard Dawkins(Author), Jana Lenzová(Illustrator)
The wonder of flight. The science of evolution. From both, Richard Dawkins weaves a
fascinating and beautifully illustrated account of how nature and humans have learned to
overcome the pull of gravity and take to the skies.Do you sometimes dream you...

294 pages | colour illustrations | Apollo (Head of Zeus imprint)

Paperback #255515 Sep-2022 9781838937867 £9.99
Hardback #254138 2021 9781838937850 £19.99

How the Mind Changed
A Human History of our Evolving Brain
Joseph Jebelli(Author)
No other life form on the planet has generated a brain like ours. How did a bundle of cells
weighing just 1.2 kg give rise to conscious, self-aware beings capable of understanding time,
language, mathematics and music, of exploring outer space and...

320 pages | John Murray

Hardback #256303 Jul-2022 9781529300130 £19.99

Our Unfinished Biological Revolution
Seymour W Itzkoff(Author)
A bold and original new study on the evolution of human intelligence from the origin of life to
our times. With the help of evolutionary theory, Itzkoff explains the nature of human intelligence
as we know it today. Most importantly, it demonstrates...

480 pages | Academica Press

Paperback #256357 2021 9781680539226 £142.00

The Convergent Evolution of Agriculture in Humans and Insects
Ted R Schultz(Editor), Richard Gawne(Editor), Peter N Peregrine(Editor)
Contributors explore common elements in the evolutionary histories of both human and insect
agriculture resulting from convergent evolution.During the past 12,000 years, agriculture
originated in humans as many as twenty-three times, and during the...

352 pages | 54 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #256393 2022 9780262543200 £64.99

Evolution from a Thermodynamic Perspective
Implications for Species Conservation and Agricultural Sustainability
Carl F Jordan(Author)
"Survival of the fittest" is a tautology, because those that are "fit" are the ones that survive, but
to survive, a species must be "fit". Modern evolutionary theory avoids the problem by defining
fitness as reproductive...

384 pages | 1 b/w illustration | Springer Nature

Hardback #256430 2021 9783030851859 £119.99

Life and Its Future
Josephine C Adams(Author), Jürgen Engel(Author)
This book is aimed at those who wish to understand more about the molecular basis of life and
how life on earth may change in the coming centuries. Readers of Life and Its Future will gain
knowledge of how life began on Earth, the natural processes...

178 pages | 43 colour & 17 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #256453 2021 9783030590741 £54.99

Biological Invasions Belowground
Earthworms as Invasive Species
Paul F Hendrix(Editor)
The most conspicuous biological invasions in terrestrial ecosystems have been by exotic
plants, insects and vertebrates. Less conspicuous but possibly of equal importance are
invasions by soil invertebrates, which are occurring literally beneath our...

126 pages | b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #256451 2010 9789048173662 £79.99
Hardback #164063 2006 9781402054280 £73.99

Biology of Earthworms
Ayten Karaca(Editor)
Earthworms, which belong to the order Oligochaeta, comprise roughly 3,000 species grouped
into five families. Earthworms have been called 'ecosystem engineers'; much like human
engineers, they change the structure of their environments....

316 pages | colour & b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | Springer
Nature

Paperback #256437 2013 9783642265945 £139.99
Hardback #188691 2010 9783642146350 £179.99

Soils of the Laurentian Great Lakes, USA and Canada
James G Bockheim(Author)
This book introduces the reader to the Great Lakes and considers their soil-forming factors and
processes, taxonomic structure of the soils, soil geography and pedodiversity, while also
addressing the importance and protection of soils in the Great...

227 pages | 101 colour & 42 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #256427 2021 9783030524272 £69.99
Hardback #251050 2020 9783030524241 £99.99
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Earth System Sciences

The Soils of Japan
Ryusuke Hatano(Editor), Hitoshi Shinjo(Editor), Yusuke Takata(Editor)
This book provides an overview of the distribution, properties, and function of soils in Japan.
First, it offers general descriptions of the country's climate, geology, geomorphology, and land
use, the history of the Japanese soil classification...

687 pages | 138 colour & 105 b/w photos and illustrations | Springer
Nature

Paperback #256281 Mar-2022 9789811582318 £89.99
Hardback #251439 2021 9789811582288 £119.99

Foundations of Ecology II
Classic Papers with Commentaries
Thomas E Miller(Editor), Joseph Travis(Editor)
A sweeping overview of key advances in the field of ecology over the latter half of the twentieth
century.For three decades, Foundations of Ecology, edited by Leslie A. Real and James H.
Brown, has served as an essential primer for graduate students...

920 pages | 1 b/w illustration | University of Chicago Press

Paperback #255705 Aug-2022 9780226125367 £59.99

Wildland Fire Behaviour
Dynamics, Principles and Processes
Mark A Finney(Author), Sara S McAllister(Author), Torben P Grumstrup(Author), Jason M
Forthofer(Author)
A detailed introduction to what is known and unknown about wildfire spread and its
behaviours.Wildland fires have an irreplaceable role in sustaining many of our forests,
shrublands and grasslands. They can be used as controlled burns or occur as...

376 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations | CSIRO

Paperback #256358 2021 9781486309085 £114.00

Watersheds
A Practical Handbook for Healthy Water
Gregor Gilpin Beck(Author), Clive Dobson(Illustrator)
Water is our most vital resource, yet few understand even the basics of watershed ecology.
This new edition has been updated to reflect growing environmental challenges, such as
climate change, the insidious spread of invasive species and the loss of...

160 pages | 100 colour illustrations, maps | Firefly Books

Paperback #256396 Apr-2022 9780228103233 £16.95

DK Handbook: Rocks & Minerals
Chris Pellant(Author), Helen Pellant(Author)
Unearth a treasure trove of knowledge and discover the spectacular array of rocks and
minerals on Earth! Learn how to identify more than 500 rocks and minerals of the world
through stunning photographs, detailed characteristics and quick, accessible...

256 pages | 600+ colour photos, b/w illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Flexibound #256434 2021 9780241435960 £9.99

Ocean
The Definitive Visual Guide
Fabien Cousteau(Introduction By)
An enhanced edition of DK's exhaustive guide to the underwater world.This authoritative,
sumptuously illustrated encyclopedia is now in its third edition. Illustrated with a blend of
beautiful and informative artworks, maps, and photography, it...

512 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Dorling
Kindersley

Hardback #256266 Apr-2022 9780241537824 £29.99

Geoheritage of Volcanic Harrats in Saudi Arabia
Mohammed Rashad Moufti(Author), Károly Németh(Author)
This book records the geoheritage values of globally significant, yet little-known, volcanic
geosites in Saudi Arabia. It is the first of its kind to focus on the Middle East, clearly showing
the hidden geoheritage value of the volcanic Arabian...

194 pages | 204 colour photos and colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #256483 2018 9783319814223 £99.99
Hardback #237648 2016 9783319330136 £109.99

Die Gesteine Deutschlands: Fundorte – Bestimmung – Verwendung [The Rocks of
Germany: Locations – Identification – Use]
Heinrich Becker(Author)
Germany is rich in rocks. In the countryside, in the mountains, on paths, on river banks or in
buildings: we encounter rocks everywhere. This book, now in its second edition, presents the
forms of rock encountered in Germany in detail, describes...

320 pages | 618 colour photos, 3 colour tables | Quelle & Meyer Verlag

Hardback #256468 2022 9783494018928 £38.99

Disaster by Choice
How Our Actions Turn Natural Hazards into Catastrophes
Ilan Kelman(Author)
An earthquake shatters Haiti and a hurricane slices through Texas. We hear that nature runs
rampant, seeking to destroy us through these 'natural disasters'. Science recounts a different
story, however: disasters are not the consequence of...

167 pages | no illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #256398 2022 9780198841357 £8.99

Ice Rivers
A Story of Glaciers, Wilderness and People, Histories Entwined, at a Moment When Their
Relationship is about to Change Forever
Jemma L Wadham(Author)
The ice sheets and glaciers that currently cover one-tenth of the planet's land surface are today
in grave peril. Locked up within them is a vast proportion of Earth's freshwater – but the ice is
fast melting as our climate warms at an...

237 pages | 16 plates with 26 colour photos | Penguin Books

Paperback #255673 Aug-2022 9780141994147 £9.99
Hardback #251820 2021 9780241467688 £19.99

The Last Winter
A Search for Snow and the End of Winter
Porter Fox(Author)
As the planet warms, winter is shrinking. In the last fifty years, the Northern Hemisphere lost a
million square miles of spring snowpack, and high-elevation snowpacks in the western United
States have decreased by nearly half since 1982. On average,...

320 pages | Wildfire

Paperback #255322 Sep-2022 9781472270948 £10.99
Hardback #253985 2021 9781472270900 £19.99

A Field Guide to the Geology of Western Ireland
The Birth and Death of an Ocean
Paul D Ryan(Author)
A Field Guide to the Geology of Western Ireland contains a comprehensive field guide,
including detailed itineraries and supporting data, to the Geology of Western Ireland, a classic
site for world geology. It facilitates study into the rock record...

250 pages | 120 colour & 24 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256280 Aug-2022 9783030974787 £79.99

Hothouse Earth
An Inhabitant's Guide
Bill McGuire(Author)
We inhabit a planet in peril. Our once temperate world is locked on course to become a
hothouse entirely of our own making.Hothouse Earth: An Inhabitant's Guide provides a post-
COP26 perspective on the climate emergency, acknowledging that it is...

176 pages | Icon Books

Hardback #256286 Aug-2022 9781785789205 £12.99
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Environmental & Social Studies

History & Other Humanities

Volcanism in Antarctica
200 Million Years of Subduction, Rifting and Continental Break-Up
John L Smellie(Editor), KS Panter(Editor), A Geyer(Editor)
This memoir is the first to review all of Antarctica’s volcanism between 200 million years ago
and the Present. The region is still volcanically active. The volume is an amalgamation of in-
depth syntheses, which are presented within distinctly...

816 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Geological Society

Hardback #256461 2021 9781786205360 £290.00

The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture 2020
Sustainability in Action
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)(Author)
The 2020 edition of The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture has a particular focus on
sustainability. This reflects a number of specific considerations. First, 2020 marks the twenty-
fifth anniversary of the Code of Conduct for Responsible...

222 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour tables | Food and
Agriculture Organisation

Paperback #256463 2020 9789251326923 £62.50

Defending Beef
The Ecological and Nutritional Case for Meat
Nicolette Hahn Niman(Author)
As the meat industry – from small-scale ranchers and butchers to sprawling slaughterhouse
operators – responds to COVID-19, the climate threat, and the rise of plant-based meats,
Defending Beef delivers a passionate argument for...

304 pages | no illustrations | Chelsea Green

Paperback #256432 2021 9781645020141 £14.99

Secondhand
Travels in the New Global Garage Sale
Adam Minter(Author)
Downsizing. Decluttering. A parent's death. Sooner or later, all of us are faced with things we
no longer need or want. But when we drop our old clothes and other items off at a local
donation center, where do they go? Sometimes across the...

304 pages | b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing USA

Paperback #256474 Apr-2022 9781635570113 £12.99
Hardback #247203 2020 9781635570106 £24.99

Eating to Extinction
The World's Rarest Foods and Why We Need to Save Them
Dan Saladino(Author)
A captivating and unexpected journey through the history of humankind's relationship with
food, with an urgent message for our times.We live in an age of mass extinction. The earth's
biodiversity is decreasing at a faster rate than ever....

450 pages | 1 b/w map | Vintage

Paperback #256260 May-2022 9781784709686 £10.99
Hardback #248954 2021 9781787331235 £24.99

Fixing the Climate
Strategies for an Uncertain World
David G Victor(Author), Charles F Sabel(Author)
A compelling argument for solving the global climate crisis through local partnerships and
experimentation.Global climate diplomacy – from the Kyoto Protocol to the Paris Agreement –
is not working. Despite decades of sustained...

228 pages | 3 b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Hardback #253510 Aug-2022 9780691224558 £19.99

What We Owe Each Other
A New Social Contract
Minouche Shafik(Author)
One of the world's most influential economists sets out the basis for a new social contract fit for
the 21st century.The social contract shapes everything: our political institutions, legal systems
and material conditions, but also the...

256 pages | Vintage

Paperback #256247 Mar-2022 9781529112795 £9.99
Hardback #256246 2021 9781847926272 £18.99

The Meat Paradox
Eating, Empathy and the Future of Meat
Rob Percival(Author)
Our future diet will be shaped by diverse forces. It will be shaped by novel technologies and the
logic of globalisation, by geopolitical tensions and the evolution of cultural preferences, by
shocks to the status quo – pandemics and economic...

384 pages | Little, Brown and Company

Hardback #256409 Mar-2022 9781408713815 £18.99

Impact of Plastic Waste on the Marine Biota
Mohd. Shahnawaz(Editor), Manisha K Sangale(Editor), Zhu Daochen(Editor), Avinash B
Ade(Editor)
This contributed volume focuses on the effects of macro, meso, micro, and nanoplastic waste
on marine biota. It discusses the threats posed by plastic waste on the flora and fauna in the
marine environment. This book will help in understanding...

312 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #256431 2022 9789811654022 £119.99

Investing in a New Climate
A Sustainable Approach to Investing & Living in a New Climate
Scott A Schwartz(Author)
Investing in a New Climate is about dealing with a new normal.The climate is changing. Not
only the physical climate, but the social, economic, and psychological climate, as well. We are
living in a disrupted world that is increasingly divided along...

170 pages | Koda Publishing

Paperback #256435 2021 9781737332909 £12.95

Disasterology
Dispatches from the Frontlines of the Climate Crisis
Samantha Montano(Author)
Part memoir, part expert analysis, Disasterology is a passionate and personal account of a
country in crisis – one unprepared to deal with the disasters of today and those looming in our
future.With temperatures rising and the risk of disasters...

384 pages | no illustrations | Mira Books

Hardback #256452 2021 9780778311034 £19.99

Filling the Ark
Animal Welfare in Disasters
Leslie Irvine(Author)
When disasters strike, people are not the only victims. Hurricane Katrina raised public attention
about how disasters affect dogs, cats, and other animals considered members of the human
family. In this short but powerful book, now available in...

184 pages | Temple University Press

Paperback #256364 2021 9781592138357 £10.99
Hardback #179313 2009 9781592138340 £23.99

A Future in Flames
Danielle Clode(Author)
Fire has shaped the Australian landscape and the lives of Australians for thousands of years –
and will continue to do so as the climate changes. For all our advances in prevention and
prediction, planning and communication, bushfires keep...

354 pages | illustrations | Ligature

Paperback #256347 2018 9780648140740 £26.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

The Light of Nature
Joel Kovel(Author), Quincy Saul(Author)
We find ourselves in a moment of unprecedented global confusion. Pockets of human concern
for our environment appear and disappear, many, perhaps most people though seem oblivious
to the potential ecological catastrophe we are facing. And yet it is...

256 pages | Zed Books

Paperback #241563 Aug-2022 9781783609581 £14.99
Hardback #241562 Aug-2022 9781783609598 £69.99

The Longest Story
How Humans Have Loved, Hated and Misunderstood Other Species
Richard Girling(Author)
The history of humanity's relationship with other species is baffling. Without animals there
would be no us. We are all fellow travellers on the same evolutionary journey. By charting the
love–hate story of people and animals, from their...

408 pages | b/w photos | Oneworld Publications

Paperback #256369 Jul-2022 9780861543533 £10.99
Hardback #253948 2021 9780861540563 £24.99

The Palgrave Handbook of Women and Science since 1660
Claire G Jones(Editor), Alison E Martin(Editor), Alexis Wolf(Editor)
This handbook provides a comprehensive overview of core areas of investigation and theory
relating to the history of women and science. Bringing together new research with syntheses of
pivotal scholarship, The Palgrave Handbook of Women and Science...

658 pages | 12 colour & 16 b/w illustrations, 39 tables | Palgrave

Hardback #256290 2021 9783030789725 £139.99

Indians, Fire, and the Land in the Pacific Northwest
Robert T Boyd(Editor), Frank K Lake(Foreword By)
Instead of discovering a land blanketed by dense forests, early explorers of the Pacific
Northwest encountered a varied landscape including open woods, meadows, and prairies. Far
from a pristine wilderness, much of the Northwest was actively managed...

352 pages | 52 illustrations, maps | Oregon State University Press

Paperback #256354 2022 9780870711480 £32.95

Rereading Darwin’s Origin of Species
The Hesitations of an Evolutionist
Richard G Delisle(Author), James Tierney(Author)
Widely seen as evolution's founding figure, Charles Darwin is taken by many evolutionists to
be the first to propose a truly modern theory of evolution. Darwin's greatness, however, has
obscured the man and his work, at times even to the...

176 pages | 13 b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Academic (Bloomsbury
imprint)

Hardback #256480 2022 9781350259577 £84.99

Japan's Empire of Birds
Aristocrats, Anglo-Americans, and Transwar Ornithology
Annika A Culver(Author)
As a transnational history of science, Japan's Empire of Birds: Aristocrats, Anglo-Americans,
and Transwar Ornithology focuses on the political aspects of highly mobile Japanese explorer-
scientists, or cosmopolitan gentlemen of science,...

328 pages | 16 b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Academic (Bloomsbury
imprint)

Hardback #256488 Apr-2022 9781350184930 £84.99

Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles (2-Volume Set)
Color Atlas and Text
Elliott R Jacobson(Editor), Michael M Garner(Editor)
This two-volume set represents a second edition of the original Infectious Diseases and
Pathology of Reptiles alongside a new book that covers noninfectious diseases of reptiles.
Together, these meet the need for an entirely comprehensive,...

1564 pages | 2352 colour & 238 b/w illustrations | Productivity Press

Paperback #255833 Aug-2022 9780367518271 £116.00
Hardback #251801 2020 9781498774178 £290.00

Fundamentals of Microbiology
Jeffrey C Pommerville(Author)
Fundamentals of Microbiology, twelfth edition is designed for the introductory microbiology
course with an emphasis on the health sciences. It consolidates the important concepts and
ideas necessary for mastery by students entering the health care...

815 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Jones & Bartlett

Hardback #256236 2021 9781284211757 £89.99

Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles, Volume 1
Infectious Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles: Color Atlas and Text
Elliott R Jacobson(Editor), Michael M Garner(Editor)
Infectious Diseases and Pathology of Reptiles, second edition, provides definitive information
on every aspect of the anatomy, pathophysiology, and differential diagnosis of infectious
diseases affecting reptiles. It features stunning high-quality...

1030 pages | 1502 colour & 204 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #255820 Aug-2022 9780367517533 £69.99
Hardback #251802 2020 9781498771481 £180.00

Viral
The Search for the Origin of COVID-19
Alina Chan(Author), Matt Ridley(Author)
Understanding how COVID-19 started is more important than we know for the future of
humankind. Determining whether the virus came from nature or from a lab will help us to
safeguard against the next pandemic. This disease will for ever punctuate...

404 pages | b/w illustrations, 1 b/w map | Fourth Estate

Paperback #256271 Jun-2022 9780008487539 £9.99
Hardback #254732 2021 9780008487492 £19.99

The Invisible Siege
The Rise of Coronaviruses and the Search for a Cure
Dan Werb(Author)
The urgency of the devastating COVID-19 pandemic has fixed humanity's gaze on the present
crisis. But the story of this pandemic extends far further back than many realize. In this
engrossing narrative, epidemiologist Dan Werb traces the rising...

384 pages | Random House

Hardback #256238 2022 9780593239230 £22.50

The Premonition
A Pandemic Story
Michael Lewis(Author)
From the global bestselling author of The Big Short, the gripping story of the maverick
scientists who hunted down COVID-19'It's a foreboding,' she said. 'A knowing that something is
looming around the corner. Like how when the...

320 pages | Penguin Books

Paperback #256265 Mar-2022 9780141996578 £9.99
Hardback #256264 2021 9780241512470 £24.99

Jellyfish Age Backwards
Nature's Secrets to Longevity
Nicklas Brendborg(Author), Elizabeth de Noma(Translated by)
A deep dive into the astonishing nature and true science of longevity. Molecular Biologist
Nicklas Brendborg takes us on a journey from the farthest reaches of the globe to the most
cutting-edge research to explore everything the natural world and...

320 pages | Hodder & Stoughton

Hardback #256289 May-2022 9781529387902 £16.99

The Biological Role of a Virus
Christon J Hurst(Editor)
This book answers the question "What is it that viruses do?" by presenting three aspects of
viral ecology.The first aspect explains how viruses affect the population diversity and
energetics of their host communities. Perhaps the most...

367 pages | 25 colour & 3 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256478 2022 9783030853938 £129.99
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Palaeontology

Mycology

Biological Science
Exploring the Science of Life
Jon Scott(Author), Gus Cameron(Author), Anne E Goodenough(Author), Dawn
Hawkins(Author), Jenny Koenig(Author), Martin Luck(Author), Despo
Papachristodoulou(Author), Alison Snape(Author), Kay Yeoman(Author), Mark
Goodwin(Author)
Biological Science: Exploring the Science of Life responds to the key needs of lecturers and
their students by placing a clear central narrative, carefully-structured active learning, and
confidence with quantitative concepts and scientific enquiry...

1280 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #256495 Jul-2022 9780198783688 £54.99

Handbook of Paleoichthyology, Volume 5: Acanthodii, Stem Chondrichthyes
Carole Burrow(Author), Hans-Peter Schultze(Editor)
This second edition by Carole Burrow has been extensively expanded and updated. The first
edition of volume 5 on Acanthodii was published in 1979 by a well-known palaeoichthyologist,
Robert Denison. Many new taxa have been published in the last...

135 pages | 58 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Verlag Dr. Friedrich Pfeil

Hardback #256244 2021 9783899372717 £175.00

Handbook of Paleoichthyology, Volume 8A: Actinopterygii I
Palaeoniscimorpha, Stem Neopterygii. Chondrostei
P Wesley Schultz(Author), Kathryn E Mickle(Author), Cecile Poplin(Author), Eric J
Hilton(Author), Lance Grande(Author)
The Actinopterygii together with the Sarcopterygii are the two sister groups within the
Osteichthyes or bony fishes. Today, actinopterygians are the most diverse and speciose
vertebrates on the planet and account for the majority (96%) of living...

299 pages | 162 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Verlag Dr. Friedrich
Pfeil

Hardback #152009 2022 9783899372724 £350.00

The Indian Paleogene
Sunil Bajpai(Editor), Satish C Tripathi(Editor), Vandana Prasad(Editor)
This unique book provides a concise account of Indian Paleogene and presents a unified view
of the Paleogene sequences of India. The Paleogene, comprising the early part of the
Cenozoic Era, was the most dynamic period in the Earth's history with...

327 pages | 90 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, tables | Springer Nature

Paperback #256291 2019 9783030084561 £109.99
Hardback #241105 2018 9783319774428 £109.99

The Osteology of Haya griva (Dinosauria: Ornithischia) from the Late Cretaceous of
Mongolia
Daniel E Barta(Author), Mark A Norell(Author)
Haya griva is an early-diverging neornithischian ("hypsilophodontid") dinosaur known from
several well-preserved skulls and articulated postcranial skeletons, in addition to dozens of
partial or isolated finds from the Upper Cretaceous...

111 pages | 58 colour & b/w photos and b/w illustrations, 1 table |
American Museum of Natural History

Paperback #256222 2021 £69.99

Phylogeny, Classification, Mesozoic Fossils, and Biogeography of the Leiinae (Diptera:
Mycetophilidae)
Sarah Siqueira Oliveira(Author), Dalton de Souza Amorim(Author)
The relationships among the genera of fungus gnats in the mycetophilid subfamily Leiinae are
unclear, and the monophyly of this group is questionable. This monograph provides an
extensive phylogenetic study of the Leiinae based on morphological data...

108 pages | 107 colour photos and colour & b/w illustrations | American
Museum of Natural History

Paperback #256223 2021 £69.99

Cranial Morphology and Phylogenetic Relationships of Trigonostylops wortmani, an
Eocene South American Native Ungulate
Ross DE MacPhee(Author), Santiago Hernández del Pino(Author), Alejandro Kramarz(Author),
Analía M Forasiepi(Author), Mariano Bond(Author), R Benjamin Sulser(Author)
In 1933 George G. Simpson described a remarkably complete skull of Trigonostylops, an
Eocene South American native ungulate (SANU) whose relationships were, in his mind, quite
uncertain. Although some authorities, such as Florentino Ameghino and...

183 pages | 42 b/w photos and colour illustrations, 6 tables | American
Museum of Natural History

Paperback #256227 2021 £69.99

Dinosaurs Are Collectible
Digging for Dinosaurs: The Art, the Science
Thijs Demeulemeester(Author), Koen Stein(Author)
Dinosaur skeletons, eggs, bones, and fossils have become increasingly coveted objects for
collectors. Dinosaurs Are Collectible explores the reasons for their popularity and tells the
stories behind the many illustrious finds from the past. This...

176 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Uitgeverij Lannoo

Hardback #256349 May-2022 9789401482158 £34.99

Les Grammoceratinae du Toarcien Supérieur [The Upper Toarcian Grammoceratinae]
Louis Rulleau(Author), Pierre Lacroix(Author), Jean-Pierre Le Pichon(Author), François
Ové(Author)
The ammonite subfamily Grammoceratinae was first studied in-depth by Gabilly (1976), using
material from the Toarcian stratotype region, then in a thesis by Rulleau (1989) on the
ammonites of the Lyon region. In addition to their purely regional...

294 pages | 64 plates with colour & b/w photos | Dedale Editions

Paperback #256356 2020 9782917151983 £54.99

Virtual Paleontology
Tomographic Techniques For Studying Fossil Echinoderms
Jennifer E Bauer(Author), Imran A Rahman(Author)
Imaging and visualizing fossils in three dimensions with tomography is a powerful approach in
palaeontology. Here, the authors introduce select destructive and non-destructive tomographic
techniques that are routinely applied to fossils and review...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #256365 2021 9781108794763 £14.99

Birds of the Mesozoic
An Illustrated Field Guide
Juan Benito(Author), Roc Olivé Pous(Illustrator)
Birds are the most diverse tetrapod group today, but they have a rich and complex evolutionary
history beyond that of their modern radiation. Appearing during the Jurassic, more than 160
million years ago, birds took to the skies and evolved into a...

200 pages | 250+ colour illustrations | Lynx Edicions

Paperback #256382 Jun-2022 9788416728527 £29.99

The Fossil Fishes of the English Wealden and Purbeck Formations
Arthur Smith Woodward(Author)
A reprint of a classical work in the Cambridge Library Collection.The Purbeck and Wealden
formations of southern England represent marginal marine and continental deposition during
the latest Jurassic and Early Cretaceous periods. More famous...

222 pages | 26 plates with b/w photos, 41 b/w line drawings | Cambridge
University Press

Paperback #256423 2014 9781108076944 £23.99

Bolets de Catalunya, Volume 40
Societat Catalana de Micologia (SCM)(Author)
Another 50 sheets in this ongoing series treating the fungi of Catalonia. See below table for a
listing of the species treated in this volume. OrdreGènereEspècieSinònimNoms
popularsLàminaCol·...

50 pages | colour photos | Societat Catalana de Micologia

Unbound #256229 2021 £67.99
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Hongos del Centro de Argentina: Guía Ilustrada de las Especies Más Comunes,
Venenosas y Comestibles [Mushrooms of Central Argentina: Illustrated Guide to the
Most Common, Poisonous and Edible Species]
Laura S Domínguez(Author), Graciela M Daniele(Author), Esteban M Crespo(Author), Nataly
Gómez(Author), Alejandro J Moyano(Author), Eduardo Nouhra(Author), Gerardo
Robledo(Author), Carlos Urcelay(Author)
Hongos del Centro de Argentina, which is the first guide of its kind for Argentina, not only aims
to illustrate the most common mushroom species for easy identification in the field, but also
provides notions about the biology and morphology of...

430 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Ecoval Ediciones

Paperback #256306 2021 9789874003638 £59.99

The Mushroom Guide & Identifier
The Expert Guide to Identifying, Picking and Using Mushrooms
Peter Jordan(Author), Neville Kilkenny(Contributor)
Mushrooming is a hobby of ever-increasing popularity that everyone can enjoy. It is crucial that
the most expert advice is taken when hunting for mushrooms, and this authoritative up-to-date
guide offers clear, practical information for accurate...

144 pages | colour photos | Lorenz Books

Hardback #256386 Jul-2022 9780754835332 £9.99
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